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WHAT IS
FRACHTSTÜCK?
Frachtstück started out as a masters thesis for the course Industrial Design at Hochschule für Bildende Künste Braunschweig. My partner and I decided to focus on issues we are passionate about – bicycles and sustainability. We wanted to design a cargo bike, as they are a very sustainable way of transport. But, we wondered, do cargo bikes get manufactured in a sustainable way?
The design question we wanted to answer was – How can we produce a more sustainable cargo-bike frame?
Our third prototype is working very well and the weight is competitive with aluminium cargo-bike frames on the market. The design allows
an openness for customisation and personalisation of the frame to the user‘s needs. Replacing parts or disassembling the frame is also
possible if needed.
We would love to see our concept global! Makers can create the bike with different materials or sheets of local plywood. Our design files
are open source and are free to access online. Commercial use is not allowed.
Please find the licensing details and following terms at https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
If you are curious about how things are going, make sure to follow us on Instagram @frachtstueck and on Facebook. Or, contact us directly
by mail: info@frachtstueck.com
Designed by Veit Penzenstadler + Christian Steffens
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Through deeply researching and analysing the life cycle of a bicycle frame, we realised that there are two main
components which are mainly respnsible for the excessive energy footprint.
MANUFACTURING OF THE MATERIAL
For example, aluminium production takes over 120 times the amount of energy that it takes to produce wood
sheets.
AMOUNT OF TRANSPORT AND DISTANCES
It can be that bauxite, the base material of aluminium, gets extracted in Australia, shipped to China for the manufacturing of aluminium and then sent to Taiwan where many frames for the European market are produced.
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To improve the life cycle of our frame, our concept focuses on keeping everything
local, modular and from renewable materials.

FROM CONCEPT
TO DESIGN
„Think global – act local“
Our most promising approach to transform our concept to design is a digital file
which makes it possible to
manufacture a cargo-bike
frame locally anywhere in the
world.
The idea takes advantage
of the increased availability
of digital fabrication through
maker spaces and similar
facilities.
We developed a modular
connector system where
pieces of 12mm waterproof
plywood are plugged together and get fixed through
bolts.
The design allows the user to
make or to get a frame from
one sheet of local plywood
through the use of a CNC
milling machine.
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FACTS
TYPE Long John
DIMENSIONS Loading area:
Length 45cm / Width 41cm / Height: 35cm
Bicycle length: 223cm
As the system is modular, it allows builders
to scale the dimensions according to their
needs.
During the design and testing process we
fell in love with the current shorter version.
There was rarely a need for more loading
capacity and it‘s more agile.

600 mm

435 mm

Bicycle weight: circa 31kg
TOOLS The frame is made by using just a CNC milling machine and a drill.
To produce the metal parts several metalworking machines are necessary. It may be
helpful to reach out to a specialist for a small
amount of money for this part.

2228 mm

MATERIALS FSC-certified-plywood and steel instead of
aluminium (CO2).

460 mm

666 mm

452 mm

COSTS The costs are difficult to calculate because
they rely heavily on the quality and type of
the additional standard bicycle parts, as well
as one‘s skillset and access to machines.
Wood: 45€ ($53)
Metal parts + screws/nuts: 140€ ($165)
Bicycle parts: 350€–1,000€ ($400–$1,180)

COST OF
ELEMENTS

ELEMENT

PRODUCT

PRICE (€)

WOOD

Plywood sheet / Multiplex 12mm x 1250mm x 2500mm, waterproof glued, AW 100

€45.00

PAINT

Impregnating paints forphenolic resin coated plywood / Imprägnierfarbe für Siebdruckplatten 500ml

€30.00

METALL

Flat steel / Flachstahl 5mm x 120mm x 600mm (Dropouts / Ausfallenden)

€7.00

Flat steel / Flachstahl 3mm x 90mm x 366mm (Fork mounting / Gabelaufhängung)

€3.00

Flat steel / Flachstahl 3mm x 110mm x 122mm (Fork mounting / Gabelaufhängung)

€2.50

2x Flat steel / Flachstahl 3mm x 50mm x 140mm (Head tube connection to steering arm)

€2.00

Steel tube / Stahlrohr 2mm x 16mm x 1000m (Steering arm, needs bending)

€5.00

Steel tube / Stahlrohr 2mm x 25mm x 100m (Head tube connection to steering arm)

€2.00

The costs are difficult to calculate because they
rely heavily on the quality and type of the additional standard bicycle parts, as well as one‘s
skillset and access to machines.
You can order a cargo-bike front-fork from Bullitt
for 120€ (142$) with disk brake mounts and a
connection for the steering arm, or you can order
a BMX fork for 34€ (40$) and weld the needed
parts on yourself.

€21.50
FRAME BUILDING PARTS

In the dropbox folder you will find the extended
Excel sheet with links for suppliers.

Bottom bracket housing / Tretlagergehäuse TIG, 39x73, BSA

€9.90

2x Steer tube / Gabelschaft 28,6x400 T1=1,6 T2=2,4 L=50

€30.38

Head tube BMX / Steuerrohr BMX CrMo 42x4x100

€6.73

Head tube / Steuerrohr ZONA 36x1,1x600

€18.60

Seat stay / Sitzrohr ZONA 32,7x0,7-0,5-0,9x560 External Butted

€25.80
€91.41

SCREWS / NUTS

Linsenschraube mit Flansch und Innensechskant M5 x 25mm / pan-head screw with hex socket (150)

€8.00

Quermutterbolzen M5 x 12mm / Special nuts (150)

€15.00

Joint head / M8 Gelenkkopf (Steering arm)

€7.00
€30.00

BICYCLE PARTS

NEXUS 7 COMPONENT GROUP(consisting of crank, bottom bracket, shifters, rear coaster brake and front €690.00
hydraulic disc-brake,wheels (with Schwalbe Marathon tyres fitted), finishing kit, handlebars, seatpost/stem,
saddle and pedals, mudguards.
Bottom bracket / Tretlager 4-Kant 73/113mm

€14.00

Bullitt Front Fork incl. disc brake mount, mount for steering

€120.00

(Fork BMX 20" / Gabel, welding needed for dic brake mount, mount for steering / 34€)
Seatpost / Sattelstange

€30.00

Saddle / Sattel

€30.00

Headseat / Steuersatz

€30.00

(Easyup stemlifter / 60€)
€914.00
MACHINE / TOOLS

CNC-milling machine
Steel-laser cutter (Dropouts)
Metal bending machine
€1,131.91

ELEMENTS
01 METAL

02 WOOD

03 BICYCLE
PARTS

01 METAL

115 mm
435 mm

550 mm

428 mm

170 mm

01.01 SEAT STAY | BOTTOM BRACKET

°

154.0

Bottom bracket housing
39 x 73mm

290
562 mm

50
140 mm

73 mm

Seat stay
32.7 x 0.7/0.5/0.9 x 560mm

100 mm

153.0°

mm

01 METAL

115 mm

Head tube /
Steuerrohr ZONA
36 x 1.1 x 600mm
Joint head /
M8 Gelenkkopf

2x Steerer tube /
Gabelschaft 28.6 x 400mm
(needs to be welded together)

435 mm

550 mm

428 mm

170 mm

01.02 STEERER TUBE – ARM

°

154.0

290
73 mm

562 mm
50
140 mm

Steel tube / Stahlrohr
25 x 2mm
Steel tube / Stahlrohr
16 x 2mm
100 mm

153.0°

mm

01 METAL

01.02 STEERER TUBE – ARM

01 METAL

122 mm

01.03 FORK MOUNT

110 mm
77

48°

159 mm

3

90 mm

32

77

32

159 mm

40

159 mm

32

You don‘t always need to follow the construction plans. Even I don‘t sometimes, as you can see in the picture on the right side. This way was simpler to produce and I didn‘t mind the additional material and increased stability.
Please share your improvements and ideas!

01 METAL

85 mm

105 mm

01.05 DROPOUTS

108 mm

30

Building the dropouts is quite tricky because the seat stay and the chain stay meet at different angles at the dropout. Therefore, it is neccessary to build a complictaed welding mold,
check out the 3D file. I made the mold out of MDF. It will burn a bit during welding.

02 WOOD
02.01 CNC Milling

The cut file comes with circles in the corners. Depending
on your machine you don‘t need to mill these separately.
Mill all of the holes first before you do the outlines. Make
sure that the parts can‘t get loose, as plywood sheets
have a lot of tension because of the way they are produced. I highly recommend to CNC mill some samples to
make sure the screws, nuts and connections are fitting
easily.

02 WOOD

02.02 SANDING EDGES / DRILLING SCREW HOLES

Make sure to „break“ all of the edges because
they can be very sharp. This is also helpful when
painting the edges later. You need to pre-assemble
the frame in parts to drill the vertical holes for the
screws. Clamps are very helpful for this.

02 WOOD

02.02 SANDING EDGES / DRILLING SCREW HOLES

Here are more images on how to pre-assemble
the frame in parts to drill the vertical holes for the
screws.

02 WOOD
02.03 SEALING EDGES

I tested different products when sealing the edges
and the easiest and most successfull one was this
paint (see the Excel sheet). It is the same paint
which they use for the edges when you buy a waterproof plywood sheet.

02 WOOD
02.04 ASSEMBLY

During the assembly process, be careful that you
don‘t break the top layer of the plywood which you
can see I did in the second picture. A magnet is
helpful to avoid having nuts fall inside the frame.

02 WOOD
02.04 ASSEMBLY

02 WOOD
02.04 ASSEMBLY

03 BICYCLE PARTS
03.01 ASSEMBLY

If you have time and energy left, you can even make your
own mudguard.
Thanks for your interest! Tag @frachstueck on Instagram
when making your own and share your ideas and improvements with info@frachstueck.com.

